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July 19, 2012 
 
Minutes of the regular Water and Sewer Commission meeting; Melvin Coffelt called the meeting to 
order and all commissioners are present. The first order of business is to review the June 2012 
minutes. Robert Anderson made a motion accepting the minutes, Jane Birmingham 2nd his motion 
and all commissioners were in favor. Next, the commission reviewed the June Financial Statement. 
Robert commented the cumulative water loss reported numbers is going to drop and will reflect 
‘less’ on future reports. Jane made a motion to accept the financials and Robert 2nd her motion, all 
commissioners were in favor. 
 
Robert employed Lori O’Dell’s accounting services for the water office; Robert introduced Lori to the 
rest of the commissioners. 
 
LeRoy is here to give the 2011 audit report; he began by reading the standard audit communication 
letter that’s not part of the printed report, this audit is for the year 2011 and was completed in June 
2012.  LeRoy specified there were no disagreements with CWSD staff or management during the 
course of performing the audit. There were adjustments to Accounts Payable, Notes and Bonds; 
LeRoy re-classified some expenses and assets, for a total of $151,902.  LeRoy began reading 
through the audit report booklet. LeRoy reported our 2011 water loss ratio was 5.38%. Melvin 
asked, is there anything in particular in his findings that the commission needs to review? LeRoy 
said he would like a more in depth classification on credit card purchases from this point forward. 
Robert said he believes we’re on the right track and the commission will monitor things more 
closely. Robert then thanked LeRoy and told him there’d be no timing issues in the future. 
 
Melvin announced, CWSD employee Jobey Howard has passed his Water Operator test. 
 
Frank Holzkamper gave his department report: 
 

• BT Environmental will be here next week to activate the alarms on our lift stations. 
• Frank explained how all GPS data is broke down into layers, one layer is just valves, another 

is meters, and another is simply fire hydrants. 
• The commission followed along as Frank went over the water loss packet and spread sheet. 

Frank has looked all of the way back to June 2011; Greentree has a report called Water 
Loss, Frank said over the past several years the commissions’ water numbers were 
imaginary and they could not be accounted for, although the made up numbers did improve 
our annual audit report. 

• The Arkansas Dept of Health came and did a water loss survey, including in the service area 
we’ve sold to Gravette.  

• Frank issued a precautionary Boil Order only for McDonald’s and only for one weekend after 
a road bore crew hit the water main. 

• A highway 102 waterline project is completed, although we still haven’t disconnected from 
the old lines yet. 
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• Frank has met with Mike Bender from the City of Bentonville regarding a metering device to 
be used at the Allen Road lift station. Frank and Mike worked out that Bentonville will buy the 
meter and CWSD will pay to have it installed. 

• Frank had a discussion with Master Meter (formerly Greentree Systems) regarding their 
program updates. A complete upgrade for us would cost $10,000 for the new web based 
system, using their servers and not ours, although we would still input our data. Their 
upgraded packet includes customers being able to make their payments online. The $10,000 
fee also includes set up, onsite training, readings updated immediately as our guys are 
driving along reading meters. They offer off site billing, which is good when our printers go 
down and we are unable to move forward with billing, last month Deborah and Mary worked 
until 6:30 p.m. to print water bills because the printer went down.  

• Frank said the Allen Road property needs some dressing up and ground maintenance. 
• Frank and Phil would both like to map the city by north south east and west quadrants, 4 

equal partials to include all subdivisions and the GPS monuments. 
• Providing sewer to our customers remains an important issue for CWSD, are we going to go 

with NACA, Decatur or stay with Bentonville? Frank has asked Mike Bender with the City of 
Bentonville, ‘can we stay with Bentonville after our 2018 contract deadline’? Bentonville 
replied ‘No, at the end out the contract Centerton needs to follow their other options’. Melvin 
said if we choose to go with Decatur’s treatment plant, he wants an equal voice and if we 
connect with them but on a legal basis and not just a verbal agreement. Bentonville has an 
upcoming sewer increase of 20% and will then have another 15% increase, already an 
increase of 88% over the past 2 years. Melvin voiced his opinion saying, if he had to choose 
between NACA and Decatur, his choice is Decatur. 

 
Howard Slinkard announced there would a preliminary teleconference with ADEQ, Howard then 
asked the commission one last time, where does the commission stand on the stream study, 
saying, we still have 6 years left on the current contract we don’t have to be in too big of a hurry. 
Howard also said he’d gather some governance options in relations to connecting our sewer with 
the Decatur treatment plant. In a conversation with Decatur, Frank was told; if the city of Gravette 
connects with Decatur before Centerton, they will have to pay for an upgrade the treatment plant. 
Howard also reported he has filed the Jeff D. Coffelt lawsuit today. 
 
Phil reported on the Highway 102 project; there has been a required change due to failing to get 
Raymond Allen’s easement. The state has made changes to the pay estimates requests because 
ESI didn’t have prior approval for Change Orders, the state reimbursements are lower amounts than 
the amount figured on the pay estimates, they’ve been reduced because there’s not been prior 
approval through the residential engineer. 
 
Robert presented the commissioners with soft bound RCAP reference books, also a copy for Frank, 
Howard and a few that can be checked out through CWSD. 
 
Jane reported CFS have collected 3½ - 4% recovery so far on past due accounts. 
 
Robert told the commission Frank is at the end of his probationary period and his pay will now 
reflect his permanent status employment. 
 
Jane made a motion to adjourn, Robert 2nd the motion, all were in favor. 


